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On factorisable, not simple groups. 
TO Professor L. REDEI on his 50th birthday. 
. • By J .SZEP .in Szeged.. 
A group © ;is called factorisable by . its subgroups -ft and $ if 
each element-'of .© may be written in the form G = HK with' H in ft, 
K in (written © = !>£). , "• 
It was G. Z A P P A [9] who has considered-first factorisable groups ; 
he has supposed that the two subgroups, have no element in common 
except the unit element. Since, that several papers' have been published 
dealing with, factorisable groups [1]— [8]. The general case where the 
factors may have a subgroup S D ^ ^ of © in common was treated by 
the author and L. R £ D E I [8]. For, the case ' that SD is a normal subgroup 
G . -GASADIO [ 1 ] has obtained a similar result as G . Z A P P A . 
. The interest of factorisabie . groups may be .judged from the -fact 
that an infinite number of simple groups are factorisable [6]. Moreover, 
it is possible to obtain some, criteria for the simplicity of factorisable .' 
groups [7]. . . V , 
The present paper contains two principal results: 
• T h e . o r e m ' 1. If a group® of finite order is, factorisable by two. 
abeli'an groups, then '© is not. simple. .. . ' , 
T h e o r e m 2. If a group © of finite order is factorisable by two . 
abelian groups ft end St and the orders of ft and'R are relatively prime, 
then © is solvable. '.*'.' 
Theorem 2 is connected with the Following theorem;of O : H O L D E R : 
If © is a .g roup of finite .order and if .all Sylcw-groups of © a r e 
cyclic,, then-© is. solvable and factorisable by. two cyclic groups with 
relatively prime qrders. . . ' ' • ' . ' . . - . •. • 
*•" The converse is also true, it follows from the original theorem: 
If a group © of finite o.rder is 'factorisable by two cyclic groups 
whose orders, are relatively prime, then © is solvable. -
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Theorem 2 is a generalization of the converse of HOLDER'S theorem. 
- For the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 it is necessary to recall some 
facts contained in earlier papers 
- T h e o r e m A. [8] Let the group @ be factorisable by the proper 
subgroups § and it', and let § n 51 = 2) =}=£". If 3) has a proper sub-
group 3)' which is a normal subgroup of then the group © is not 
simple. 
T h e o r e m B. [5] If in the finite group © = ¡gSi the orders of the 
factors fe and .H are relatively prime, then every normal subgroup © 
of ® is of the form © = |> 51 where .£> and Si are normal subgroups of 
§ and £ respectively. ' 
After these preliminaries we turn- our attention to the proofs of 
Theorems' 1 and 2. 
• P r o ' o f of T h e o r e m 1. If 3)=|=E then the statement is evident. 
If 3) = E then each, element of © may be représented uniquely 
in the form HK and also in the form K'H' (where and 
K,K'i§i). Therefore in ' h K = K ' H ; the elements H' and i<; are uni-
. quely determined for any given H and K. If K is fixed and H runs 
over all-elements of*§, then H' also runs over all elements of The 
system 2K of the corresponding solutions A" of the equation HK= K'H' 
(each A" taken as many times as it is a solution) is uniquely defined 
by K. 
Let the order of £ be not less than the order of SV Then for 
every Á, the system 2K contains K at least twice, in fact, if K = E, then 
the ; statement is evident. If K ^ E , theri the system 2 K does not contain 
the unit element, thus the statement also holds. The elements H and H' 
for which the relation HK=KH' holds, form two groups 5Dt and W 
respectively. Clearly, K ' l ^ S l K = W . . If all S K contain no elements other 
than K, then £ is a normal subgroup of ®. If K=\=K£ 2k then / T " 1 ; 
in fact, if K^WIK^W and HK= KH' then ÍCl. ÑmÑ'1 KH'=W-, 
i. e. A'Maií A r = a ) r since § is. an abelian group. For the element 
KK-} = K* we have A '~ '3 [ f t / r .= 2>i thus every" element of trans-
forms the group 5Dt into itself. . . - . . ' . -
Therefore if = then 5Di is a normal subgroup of @. 
If { ^ « j = S í ' c5 í , then the.elements form a proper subgroup 
of This will proved in two s t eps : • 
.. . 10 H¡K* = K*'H¡ implies = ( / = 1 , 2 , . . ' . , / ! ) , For, if in 
/ / . K* = K*'H[ . ( / = 1 , 2 , . ' . . , h where h is the order of § ) we substitute 
A*, by K* = H-xKt'Hl (k is-fixed) the statement follows.' 
• 2)HK=K'H' and H'K = K'H" {K, K', K, K ' i m p l y that 
with KK also A"A' belongs to ST. . . ' 
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From 1) and 2) it follows that = ft, i .e . the product of 
•§.and. is a subgroup of ©. Therefore © is factorisable by and $ 
thus by Theorem A the group © is not simple. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2. (By induction.) The statement is known 
to hold for groups of order p-q with differént primes p and q. Let the 
order of © be n and suppose the theorem true for factorisable groups 
of order < n . Let © be a proper normal subgroup of © ; the existence 
of such a subgroup follows from Theorem 1. From Theorem B we 
may conclude that -© = SOi ' where and 9Í are normal subgroups 
of § and $ respectively. The groups £ 9 j m = = § 9 i = l> and S9M)t = 
= are subgroups of © and clearly' at least one of them is 
proper. As is easily seen, ©/2K9i = | ) / 3 » 9 ? . I / £ p and. ft/mm as' well 
as $/aJi!?i are abelian groups. The orders of the . factor-groups |)/3Dí3í 
and 9Í are relatively prime; consequently, by the induction hypothesis, 
©/3J19Í has a normal subgroup of .prime index p. Therefore the group 
<53 has a normal subgroup of index p ; this normal subgroup is factori-
sable. by two of its proper abelian subgroups of relatively prime orders 
{Théorem B), or it is abelian and so the proftf is completed. 
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